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Guest Editorial: Special Section on
White Box Nonlinear Prediction Models

P

REDICTIVE modeling aims at predicting the future using
patterns learned on past data. Both classification and
regression are popular predictive modeling tasks and have been
intensively studied in the literature. For both tasks, a myriad
of techniques have been introduced in books, journals, and
conference proceedings, ranging from simple linear regression,
to advanced nonlinear prediction methods. New techniques
have been developed either by extending existing methods in,
e.g., statistics, machine learning or artificial intelligence, or
by introducing new learning paradigms (e.g., kernel methods,
ensemble learning, and swarm intelligence). Most of these
techniques have been implemented in various commercial software packages and hardware products, or in an open-source
environment. The bulk of the current academic literature and
research focusses far too often on developing new, complex
algorithms capable of modeling nonlinear relationships by
optimizing a context-specific statistical performance measure
of interest such as (regularized) mean squared error and crossentropy error. Although these nonlinear techniques typically
provide the most accurate prediction models (e.g., based on a
universal approximation property), they are often not suitable
to be used in many practical application domains because
of their lack of transparency and comprehensibility. Indeed,
the estimated models often boil down to a complex nonlinear
mathematical formula, relating an output measure of interest
to a set of inputs in a black box and opaque way. In domains
where validation of the underlying model is required (e.g.,
credit risk analysis and medical diagnosis), a clear insight
into the reasoning made by the nonlinear prediction model
is desired and necessary. The need for white box prediction
models is further amplified by the fact that these models are
often used to steer critical processes in various contexts such as
engineering and economics. More and more human end users
use the outcome of these models in their daily decision making
and are typically reluctant to use complex, opaque, black box
models for this purpose. Our aim with this special issue is twofold. First, we hope to increase the awareness of researchers
and practitioners working on nonlinear prediction about the
need to come up with new ways of creating white box nonlinear prediction models. Next, we hope the five papers included
in this special issue provide some new ideas and insights about
how to achieve this in a diversity of application settings.
A first way to come up with comprehensible nonlinear
prediction models is by using rule extraction. Rule extraction
typically starts from a complex nonlinear model (e.g., a neural
network or support vector machine) and aims at extracting a
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set of If-Then rules mimicking the behavior of the black box
as closely as possible. If-Then rules have typically been considered as interpretable and transparant as every classification
made comes with a clear explanation, i.e., the rule antecedent.
Three of the five papers of this special issue adopt this rather
popular and effective approach to come up with white box
nonlinear prediction models.
Neural-symbolic computation offers one way of implementing white box nonlinear prediction by means of rule extraction.
Neural-symbolic systems open up the neural network black
box by integrating nonlinear modeling with domain knowledge
and rule extraction. In the first paper, Borges et al. introduce a
novel neural-computational model capable of 1) representing
temporal knowledge operators in recurrent neural networks;
2) adapting temporal knowledge models given a set of desirable system properties; 3) training the networks from examples
of system behaviors; and 4) extracting a revised temporal
knowledge from the trained networks. The new method has
been implemented as part of a neural-symbolic toolkit and
empirically evaluated using benchmark case studies.
Another approach toward rule extraction is by using neurofuzzy methods. Neuro-fuzzy classifiers combine concepts from
neural networks and fuzzy systems to come up with white box
fuzzy rule sets explaining the reasoning behavior of a neural
network. Diago et al. propose a new neuro-fuzzy method for
the quantification of qualitative judgments and evaluations
of facial expressions. They suggest adding interpretability to
a fuzzy-quantized holographic neural network by reducing
the number of inputs, creating membership functions, and
extracting fuzzy rules. Experimental results on a dataset of
20 facial images indicate that the method improves prediction
accuracy while at the same time also assuring interpretability
by means of the extracted fuzzy rules.
Chorowski and Zurada present a method for extracting rules
by building reduced ordered decision diagrams that represent
the logical relation learned by a network. The method first
builds a diagram by analyzing network behavior on the training
set. This is followed by generalization over the whole input
space and minimizing the number of nodes in the diagram
while preserving consistency with the network. An algorithm
transforming decision diagrams into interpretable boolean
expressions is also described. Experimental running times of
rule extraction are proportional to the network’s training time.
A second alternative to add interpretability to a nonlinear
prediction model is by steering the training process using, e.g.,
prior information or improved weight initialization. This is the
approach followed in the remaining two papers of this special
issue. Qu and Hu present an approach to find the weights
of RBF networks for regression problems in the presence of
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linear equality and linear inequality priors. Examples of linear
equality priors include interpolation points and invariance
transformation such as periodicity. Linear inequality priors
include ranking information, boundary condition information,
and multiple output regression with output dependencies.
The authors also differentiate between hard constraints which
should always be respected and soft constraints in case prior
information is not entirely accurate. Their method is illustrated
using real-life data from the StatLib collection, namely pollution, Boston Housing, and California Housing datasets.
Song uses a white box approach to analyze the inner workings of recurrent neural networks for time series prediction.
The resulting sensitivity and weight convergence analysis lead
to insights into the tradeoff between training and testing errors,
and are the basis of the novel algorithm that is proposed for
the robust training of these recurrent neural networks with
an output feedback loop. More specifically, to avoid slow
learning and overfitting, novel weight initialization, adaptive
learning, and dynamic hidden layer neurons selection schemes
are suggested. Using several benchmark time series prediction
datasets, it is shown that the algorithm indeed achieves superior generalization behavior.
We can conclude that present day state-of-the-art nonlinear
prediction modeling is a lively research area with many
new, sophisticated algorithms and techniques being developed
and investigated. However, important challenges remain when
putting those new scientific contributions to work in practical
settings and application domains, where besides having statistically accurate prediction models, also interpretability of
these models is a key concern. We hope this special issue offers
some interesting new insights and attracts further research and
developments in the field.
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